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Why seal your countertops?
While it may look like solid rock, natural stone is a porous material. Spills
can soak into these pores, leaving marks and stains on your countertop.
Penetrating sealers are not a surface coating and do not protect against
etching. They do not change the look of your stone, but simply add invisible protection. Once applied to the stone, penetrating sealers fill up the
pores, making it more difficult for other liquids, such as red wine, to penetrate the surface and cause staining. However, even properly sealed stones
are susceptible to staining. Be sure to wipe up spills quickly, and reseal
counters as needed to maintain your stone’s natural beauty. The Stone Center seals our stone once in the shop and again in the field.

We routinely test new
sealers as they come
on the market to
ensure the best
protection possible
for your countertops.
We want your stone
looking beautiful for
years to come!
Sample tiles were sealed according to manufacturers’
instructions.
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We then applied 3 common household staining
agents: oil, red wine, and peanut butter. We let
these sit overnight before washing off the tiles
to compare the results.
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The result: Left overnight, each of our test agents stained the unsealed stone, even soaking through to the other side of
the tile! As you can see, each of these even left stains on the sealed stone...in all but one sealer. These 3 sealers may
still work ok if stains are wiped up quickly, but why settle for ok? Notice the sample on the left? NO STAINING!
Tenax Proseal wins this round, and is our sealer of choice. Companies are continuously developing new and better
products, and we are committed to routinely testing these products as they come on the market to ensure the best protection possible for your stone counter! The 15 year DRYTREAT sealer was outperformed by all of the other 3 sealers
tested.

When is it time to reseal?
This varies, but generally you should have your counters resealed every 2-5 years. A safe way
to test whether or not your counters need to be resealed is the sponge test. Place a wet sponge
on the counter near the sink. Leave it there for 5-10 minutes; if you notice a dark, wet patch
when removed, it is time to reseal.
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The 15 year sealer…
DRYTREAT
STAIN-PROOF

There are products on the
market that claim to provide lifetime or long term protection. We
oil
recently tested one of these:
Black & Gold 2cm
This
DRYTREAT’s STAINis sea
led?? PROOF, the 15 year
sealer. Not only did it fail
wine
to provide as much protection as
the other leading sealers, but the
warranty offers little in the way
of compensation should your
Peanut
counter be stained. A close
Butter
inspection of the warranty shows
that a) in order for it to be valid,
spills must be wiped up immediately, a clause which gives them an easy
escape, and b) should they accept your claim, DRYTREAT does not
even offer to remove the stain; they simply supply the company that
sealed the surface with more sealer for resealing!
Tenax
Proseal

DRYTREAT STAIN-PROOF Warranty:
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